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Abstract 

 

How to Make a Giant Bubble 

By Stephen Carter Frazier 

 

 

Soap and water solutions can form massive, free floating films encompassing 

volumes in excess of 20 m3 with thicknesses of only 10-100 microns when mixed with 

polymeric additives. These films are interesting from a physical standpoint due to their 

long lifetime and stability in ambient environments. We have investigated a variety of 

mixtures which are deemed “optimal” for making large bubbles, such as solutions made 

from guar seeds and polyethylene oxide (PEO). Using a combination of shear rheology, 

drop-based extensional rheology, high-speed studies of bursting mechanics, and drainage 

rate measurements, we found that “optimal” solutions showed similar extensional 

properties even though their shear viscosity differed by more than an order of magnitude. 

Polymeric bubbles also showed increased stability to aging in dry environments. Most 

importantly, it was found that soap and water solutions with polymers added lived 2-3 

times longer and drained more slowly than typical soap and water solutions. These results 

show that the addition of polymers make the formation of massive bubbles possible due to 

enhanced elongational characteristics and drastically lower drainage rates.   
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Chapter 1 

 Introduction 

The sight of an enormous soap bubble naturally invites human curiosity, for many 

reasons. Questions about what is added to the solutions, how the bubbles are able to become 

so large, and how the films are so stable often arise. The first of these questions is typically 

easy to answer, as there is often some type of polymer added to a soap and water mixture. 

The other two questions are much more difficult to answer, as there is not much literature 

on the subject and the dynamics of these large films are quite complicated, making them 

interesting from a physical point-of-view. As for industrial applications, there are several 

industrial processes which use surfactants and/or polymeric additives which create thick 

foams. If more is understood about these types of foams, then it may be possible to prevent 

the extreme buildup of foam in these procedures and therefore optimize processes.  

There are many factors which may be at play in the formation of these large films, 

from surface tension gradients (Marangoni forces) and viscosity effects to drainage 

properties and self-healing abilities1. If all of these parameters are at favorable values, then 

it may be possible to create a free-floating soap film with a thickness in the range of tens 

of microns which encompasses very large volumes (the largest free-floating soap film was 

recently recorded at a size of 23.3m3)N1. This seems unlikely based on conventional 

physical intuition, as a typical free floating soap film with no additives could only be 

expected to encompass a few cubic meters at most1. With all of these factors in mind, an 

in-depth examination of these solutions was carried out. Factors such as the solutions’ 
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behavior under shear flow, their extensional characteristics, their bursting and aging 

mechanics, and their drainage properties were all investigated, in the hope of determining 

what mechanism allows these large films to form and become so stable.  

In the course of this thesis, the rheological, extensional, bursting, and drainage 

properties of such polymer-surfactant solutions were studied in order to determine the 

mechanism which allows for these massive bubbles to form. The results of the experiments 

showed that polymer additives increase the average lifetimes of bubbles made from soap 

films without significantly increasing their thickness. Most importantly, it was shown that 

polymer-soap solutions also drain more slowly than typical soap and water films, making 

them much more stable than typical soap and water bubbles, even when extended to 

enormous lengths.  

1.1 Basics of surfactant solutions 

When attempting to make a film or foam out of a liquid, better results may be 

achieved with a proper application of fluid mechanics principles. More specifically, with a 

proper understanding of things such as surfactants, polymers, surface tension, and 

viscosity, solutions which allow for larger and longer lived films and foams may be created. 

For instance, trying to make a bubble out of pure water is impossible, while adding a 

surfactant, such as soap, to the liquid completely alters the properties of the solution and 

its behavior, making foams and even large bubbles more likely to form. Figure 1.1 below 

depicts bubbles and foams which can be made with surfactantsN2,N3.  
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Figure 1.1: (Left) A typical bubble which can be made from a simple surfactant solutionN2. 

(Right) An image depicting an industrial water treatment processN3. 

 

The reason that adding a surfactant works when attempting to make thin films and 

foams is that surfactants drastically lower the surface tension of water, thus making the 

solution more stable and “willing” to stretch. This is due to the fact that surfactants are 

amphiphilic, meaning that they are made of separate parts that would be immiscible if they 

weren’t connected2. More simply, surfactants have one end which is hydrophobic, and one 

end which is hydrophilic. The hydrophobic ends organize on the boundary of the liquid 

with the hydrophilic ends in the bulk, thus lowering the surface tension of the solution. 

This lower surface tension allows for the liquid to be more energetically stable when 

extended or agitated, leading to the creation of more robust films and foams2. If the 

concentration of surfactant in a solution is high enough, the surfactant molecules aggregate 

into clumps called micelles. At this critical micellar concentration (CMC), any additional 

surfactant added to the liquid goes into the micelles, which may also change the properties 

of the fluid, for instance by providing it with enhanced viscoelasticity3. Figure 1.2 below 

provides a drawing of a surfactant solution above the CMC, being drawn upward into a 

film4. 
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Figure 1.2: Drawing depicting a surfactant solution above the critical micellar 

concentration. The boundary layer has a large enough concentration of surfactants that all 

other surfactant molecules added will form clumps of micelles, as depicted by the circular 

grouping of molecules in the bulk of the liquid4.  

 

 Due to their interesting properties and practical uses, there has been a great deal of 

research on surfactant films, as they provide a convenient means of examining quasi-2d 

systems and are used in myriad industrial and commercial processes4-26.  Some authors 

have also examined the properties of these solutions when combined with varying 

concentrations of polymer additives, as are used in the giant bubbles which inspired this 

work22-26. As will be discussed in later sections, these polymer-surfactant solutions have 

been shown to display unique behaviors, which warrant deeper investigation. 
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1.2 Rheology Introduction 

The actual process of blowing a bubble can in fact expose a bubble solution to high 

stresses and a variety of forces, and the response of the films to these forces can vary greatly 

depending on several characteristics of the solutions. One simple way to record several 

characteristics of a fluid is to examine its rheological behavior. Rheology, which is the 

study of the flow and deformation of materials, is a commonly used tool in soft matter 

research and engineering. Rheological data are taken with a rheometer, shown below in 

Figure 1.3, which is a high precision tool consisting of a temperature controlled lower plate 

and an “upper geometry”, which typically spins or bobs to apply a torque to a fluid sample, 

at which point several types of data may be recorded, such as viscosity, storage modulus, 

and loss modulus27, 28. For the rheometer used in this experiment, the upper geometry is 

lowered to a desired height, called the gap width, and a fluid sample is placed inside the 

gap. The upper geometry then spins or oscillates at a set velocity which is measured at the 

rim of the upper plate and the shear rate, which is the ratio of velocity to gap width, is 

recorded along with the viscosity (the ratio of the shear stress to the shear rate) and several 

other characteristics of the sample.  
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Figure 1.3: (Left) Diagram of a flat plate rheometer. The fluid sample is placed in between 

the Peltier plate and the upper geometry and exposed to different torques27. (Right) 

Photograph of rheometer used in this experiment, an AR2000 rheometer manufactured by 

TA Instruments. 

 

One common type of rheometric measurement shows the viscosity as a function of 

shear rate. For many fluids, known as Newtonian fluids, these graphs are simply flat lines 

for most reasonable shear rates, meaning that those types of fluids have a viscosity which 

is independent of shear rate. Non-Newtonian fluids exhibit a changing viscosity with 

respect to shear rate. Examples of non-Newtonian fluids, which are often made up of a 

mixture of polymers or colloidal particles and water, include ketchup, which shear thins 

(has viscosity which lowers under increased shear), and corn starch in water, which shear 

thickens (has viscosity which rises under increased shear)27. Figure 1.4 below shows a 

qualitative graph depicting the typical behavior of shear thinning, shear thickening, and 

Newtonian fluids for moderate shear rates.  
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Figure 1.4: Qualitative description of the typical behavior of Newtonian, shear thinning, 

and shear thickening fluids. 

 

1.3 Mechanics of film formation and bursting 

 
1.3.1 Extensional Flow 

The type of flow most directly related to the pulling and formation of a free floating 

soap film is called extensional flow, not shear flow. Shear flow is flow in which the 

solution’s velocity gradient is perpendicular to the height of the sample (as is the case in 

rheometric measurements) while  extensional flow occurs when particles in a solution are 

compressed together or pulled apart, leading to an elongational deformation of the 

material27. Since a bubble film is pulled away from the surface it is attached to (i.e. a rope 

or a bubble wand), it is useful to examine how a bubble solution behaves when exposed to 

this type of deformation. Some solutions may be able to extend great distances without 

breaking while others may hardly be able to extend at all. How far these films can extend 
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before rupture, as well as intrinsic qualities of the solutions such as viscosity and surface 

tension, can contribute to the overall size and stability of a bubble formed by the fluid29. 

1.3.2 Bursting Mechanics 

Large polymeric bubbles display unique characteristics compared to those made by 

typical soap and water solutions; thus, it is useful to examine the behavior of the bubbles 

themselves, especially as they age and burst. Two main factors which contribute to the 

popping of bubbles are (1) drainage due to gravity and (2) evaporation of the film. This 

means that when bubbles are in humid environments, or are made of fluids that drain more 

slowly, they may favor longer lifetimes since these characteristics lead to lower levels of 

evaporation and slower drainage, respectively1,30. 

 One method of measuring the drainage of these films, as well as observing the 

stability of the films over time, is to let bubbles made from the solutions live for various 

times and then pop the bubbles and measure the burst velocity. Assuming low viscosity, 

the velocity of a retracting soap film is constant and can be predicted by the relation 

𝑣 =  √
2𝛾

𝜌𝛿
,                  (Eq. 1.1) 

where v is the velocity of the retracting film, γ is the surface tension, ρ is the density, and 

δ is the film thickness of the bubble3,31. Measuring all of these quantities can lead to an 

indication as to the degree of drainage experienced by these films (since the drainage rate 

influences the thickness), and may also help identify the existence of viscoelastic effects, 

which may be present if the retraction velocity is higher than that predicted by Eq. 1.1. 
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1.4 Drainage 

When any liquid film is pulled upward from a bath without rupturing, it will begin 

to gradually drain until it becomes too thin to support itself and simply ruptures. Depending 

upon the makeup of the solution used to create the film, several types of drainage flows are 

possible. For polymer-surfactant solutions in particular, there is some debate over whether 

the drainage flow inside films is due to plug-type flow or Poiseuille flow. Plug flow is flow 

through a channel in which there is slip at the wall or boundary, while Poiseuille flow 

assumes that there is an immobile boundary layer which does not allow slippage1. Figure 

1.5 below provides a drawing depicting the difference between these two types of flow.  

 
Figure 1.5: Cartoon depiction of both Poiseuille (above) and plug (below) flow. Poiseuille 

flow implies a parabolic drainage front due to the immobile liquid interface, while plug 

flow assumes that the boundary layer is mobile and thus drainage is uniform.  
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 It is common practice, both in theory and experiment, to consider surfactant films 

as characteristically Poiseuille-type flow rather than plug flow6, 8, 9. This is due to the 

assumption that the surfactants in such films readily move towards the water-air interface 

in order to attain the most favorable orientation, given their amphiphilic nature. This leads 

to an immobile boundary layer coated in surfactant with their hydrophilic tails pointed 

inward, resulting in an immobile “wall” against which the draining solution will not slip. 

It should be noted that for polymer-surfactant solutions the drainage profiles may differ 

entirely22, as will be discussed later in this work.  

1.5 Soap Bubble Wiki 

A great deal of the research outlined in this thesis found original inspiration through 

examination of the pages of the Soap Bubble Wiki, an online forum in which bubble 

enthusiasts discuss their favorite solutions for making giant bubbles. The site’s pages even 

list out recipes for solutions which its members have used to make giant bubbles. These 

recipes provided the basis for the solutions outlined in these experiments. 

While the members of this website often have their own unique recipes when it 

comes to making giant bubbles, there seems to be a consensus that Dawn brand dish soaps 

are best for bubble formation. Due to this consensus, Dawn Pro dish soap was used as the 

primary surfactant in most of the films examined. In the later stages of this research another 

surfactant, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), was used in order to examine the effect of the 

surfactant type on bubble characteristics as well as to have a more thoroughly researched 

surfactant than the proprietary Dawn formula.  

Two of the polymer additives most commonly talked about on the website are guar 

gum and polyethylene oxide (PEO). Guar gum, powder derived from the seeds of the guar 
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plant, is a food additive used as a thickening agent. PEO, on the other hand, is a polymer 

which is often used as a lubricant. Sources for both of these polymers are given on the Soap 

Bubble Wiki, so these common commercial sources were investigated, in addition to more 

pure research quality sources ordered from Sigma Aldrich.  

After much consideration, research quality guar gum powder, commercial PEO and 

research quality PEO were used. The research quality guar was chosen in order to minimize 

particulate matter in the bubble solutions, while commercial and research quality PEO were 

both examined in order to determine if polymer purity or molecular weight would have any 

effect on bubble quality, as will be discussed later. Research quality PEO was also chosen 

because the commercial PEO powder is a proprietary formula found in the veterinary 

lubricant powder Jlube. All that is known of this powder is that it is 25% pure PEO with a 

molecular weight given as over 2 million, with the other 75% of the powder being 

unspecified sugars. Thus, the research quality PEO used later in these experiments was a 

98% pure, 2 million molecular weight sample purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as 

delivered.  

While a variety of concentrations of each polymer were examined, it should be noted 

that for both guar and PEO bubble solutions there is a generally accepted “optimal” 

concentration range listed on the Soap Bubble Wiki for both types of polymer. Thus, when 

creating the range of concentrations used for these experiments, solutions with 

concentrations both inside and outside of these ranges were studied. This range of 

concentrations made it possible to qualitatively and quantitatively study the characteristics 

of solutions which would produce the best bubbles compared to those which would be less 

effective.  
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1.6 Thesis outline 

This thesis consists of 5 chapters detailing and summarizing the work completed in 

the pursuit of a Master of Science degree at Emory University. 

 Chapter 2 details the results of rheological measurements carried out on a variety 

of solutions. The information gleaned regarding the rheological properties of these 

solutions, including the shear viscosity of each, informed later decisions as to which 

solutions were most pertinent to examine. Data depicting the shear thinning behavior, when 

compared to the actual behavior of the films when formed into large bubbles, were used to 

examine the relationship between viscosity and bubble size.  

Chapter 3 describes the measurements of the extensional properties of many of the 

solutions, as well as the bursting mechanics of each. The results of this section show that 

extensional flow and film drainage are intimately related to both the robustness of the 

bubbles and films as well as their size and average lifetimes. Information gleaned from 

these data provided clues as to what areas to examine next, namely the film drainage 

characteristics.  

Chapter 4 explains the results of attempts to create full experimental drainage profiles 

of vertical polymer-surfactant films, something that is currently not to be found in the 

literature. Data recorded from a spectrometer constructed in-house provide profiles of 

several types of solutions with respect to both time and height. These data are also used in 

order to provide insight into which films may be the most effective in terms of yielding the 

longest lived and largest free floating bubbles.  
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Chapter 2 

Rheological Studies of Polymer-

Surfactant Solutions 

2.1 Introduction 

 Rheological studies have long proven to be useful in the investigation of the 

properties of both common and unique fluids. As for rheological studies of the properties 

of bubble solutions, however, the results are few and far between. In general, studies into 

the rheology of surfactant and polymer surfactant solutions have mainly been focused on 

the rheology of foams and bulk solutions rather than single bubbles or films32-37. This leads 

to a shortage of existing data to use in the hopes of relating properties such as shear thinning 

and viscoelasticity to ideas such as the robustness of spherical bubbles.  

 Nonetheless, the rheological properties of such solutions were investigated, in the 

hopes that a correlation could be drawn between characteristics such as shear thinning or 

viscoelasticity and bubble robustness. This was due in part to the work of Sabadini, 

Ungarato, and Miranda3 in which they showed that viscoelasticity alters the behavior and 

bursting mechanics of bubbles made from surfactant-only solutions. Given the results of 

that paper, it was hypothesized that the polymeric additives which help to create monstrous 

free floating bubbles might have some characteristic viscous trait which would explain the 

mechanism allowing them to reach such impressive sizes. Thus, several solutions 
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containing popular polymeric additives found on the soap bubble wikiN4 were created, and 

their rheological properties examined.  

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Sample Preparation 

Several different samples were prepared in order to test a variety of bubble solutions 

of varying viscosities. Every solution contained Dawn Pro dish soap, as well as water and 

an active ingredient. The first sample type was a soap and water control, which was a 

mixture of distilled water and 4% soap by weight. The second was a mixture of 85% 

glycerol and 4% soap by weight, with the remainder of the solution being distilled water. 

Two solutions with polymeric additives were made as well. One of the polymers was guar, 

a common food additive used as a thickening agent which is also a favorite of bubble 

enthusiastsN4. This solution was prepared by mixing powdered guar with ethanol to form a 

slurry, then adding distilled water and mixing overnight at 50oC, making a stock solution. 

The stock solution was then mixed with 4% soap by weight and distilled water in order to 

achieve a range of guar concentrations from 1.50 g/L to 6.00 g/L. The final solution type 

contained the polymer polyethylene oxide (PEO), which is the active ingredient in 

commercially available Jlube powder, a common lubricant. The Jlube powder has unknown 

polydispersity and unspecified molecular weight, and is 25% PEO by weight. These 

commercial PEO solutions were made by mixing various masses of this powder with 

distilled water and mixing at room temperature for 30 minutes, at which point soap was 

added at the same 4% by weight concentration. Concentrations from 0.05g/L to 10.00g/L 

were created and used for these measurements. 
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2.2.2 Rheological Methods 

In order to examine the viscous characteristics of these solutions, every sample was 

run through an AR2000 rheometer manufactured by TA Instruments. An upper geometry 

with a 60mm diameter and a 500μm gap height was used for each sample, with trials run 

at 20oC, 25oC, and 30oC. Once the gap between the upper geometry and Peltier plate was 

filled with solution, a procedure consisting of a pre-shearing step, an oscillatory step, a 

second pre-shearing step, and a flow step was run. The two pre-shearing steps were used 

to remove any memory, if present, from the fluids and return them to equilibrium. For these 

steps, the sample was sheared at a frequency of 50s-1 for 10 seconds, and allowed to sit for 

1 minute to attain equilibrium. During the oscillatory step, the samples were subjected to 

oscillatory torques ranging from 0.1 to 1000μN*m and their storage and loss moduli were 

recorded. In the flow step, the samples were subjected to shear flow at rates ranging from 

10 to 1000s-1 and their viscosities were recorded. 

It can be seen that a valid range of shear rates was examined by means of a simple 

approximation. Assuming that a bubble solution is pulled away from a string of radius r at 

some velocity v and that the fluid reaches this velocity in a distance approximately equal 

to 2r, the shear rate is easy to estimate. Using the fact that shear rate is velocity divided by 

gap width (in this case 
𝑣

2𝑟
) it was estimated that a rope with a radius of 5mm moving at  

2m/s would provide a shear rate of 200s-1. For a more common rope radius of 2mm, moving 

at the same velocity of 2m/s, the shear rate would be approximately 500s-1. Allowing for 

thinner ropes or higher pulling velocities, it was decided that a max shear rate of 1000s-1 

would serve as a reasonable upper bound for these shear flow experiments. It should be 

noted that if the bubble solutions do in fact experience Poiseuille-type flow due to 
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immobile surfactant layers, then the film thickness may be the length scale of interest, 

rather than the rope radius. Using the same approximations as above, while exchanging the 

2r factor for δ, the film thickness, it can be shown that a film moving at 1m/s with a 

thickness of 3 microns would experience a shear rate of approximately 333,000s-1. This 

rate would be well beyond the range any rheometer could reliably examine. Figure 2.1 

below provides a diagram describing this approximation.  

 
Figure 2.1: Visual approximation of bubble solution being pulled away from a string during 

film formation. The rope radius is r, the velocity of the rope relative to the fluid is v, the 

film thickness is δ, and the distance over which this velocity is achieved is 2r.  

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

The viscosity vs. shear rate graphs produced from the shear flow experiments, as 

shown in Figure 2.2 below, indicate that the solutions containing guar all experience shear 

thinning, sometimes changing viscosity by an entire order of magnitude over the range of 

shear rates examined. The control solutions of soap and water and the 85% glycerol 

solution, however, do not experience any significant shear thinning. The small degree of 

shear thinning observed for the glycerol solution is likely due to the hydroscopic properties 

of glycerol, as it very readily absorbs water from the surrounding air (a 10% increase in 
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mass was measured for pure glycerol left uncovered in the lab over a period of 1 hour). 

Since a small amount of water added to glycerol can drastically lower its viscosity38, this 

would explain the small change in the solution’s shear viscosity during the experiment. 

Observing shear thinning in the guar solutions but not in the controls seems to 

intuitively make sense as it would imply that the solutions containing guar, which make 

bubbles of impressive size, will experience a shear thinning effect as films form, allowing 

the solution to expand further than one which retains its viscosity under high shear. 

Additionally it would imply that after formation, when the shear rates are significantly 

lower, the bubble film would regain some degree of viscosity, thus making the skin less 

prone to drainage and therefore more stable. The problem with this conclusion, however, 

is that the PEO solutions, which make bubbles equally as impressive as the guar solutions, 

do not exhibit the same shear thinning behavior within the resolution of the rheometer, 

which renders this line of reasoning ultimately inconclusive. 

 
Figure 2.2: Viscosity vs. shear rate graph for control, glycerol, guar, and PEO samples. All 

guar samples are black, the two PEO samples are green, the glycerol sample is blue, and 

the control sample is red. All guar samples display at least a small degree of shear thinning 

over the observed range of shear rates. 
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2.4 Conclusion 

 While the data taken from these rheological measurements seemed promising 

initially, it was ultimately determined that no conclusion could be drawn. Shear thinning 

was shown to not be the mechanism behind enhanced film and bubble formation. This 

conclusion did lead to a new line of investigation, namely extensional rheology and 

bursting mechanics. The reasoning behind this was that the creation of films and bubbles 

is more the result of extensional flow rather than shear flow, and therefore this new line of 

research would likely be more enlightening in the end. Ultimately, while this rheological 

approach did not fully answer the question, it exposed a new path which would ultimately 

become more fruitful.  
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Chapter 3 

Extensional Flow and Bursting 

Mechanics of Polymer-Surfactant Films 

3.1 Introduction 

There proved to be more literature on the extensional flow behavior and bursting 

mechanics of polymer-surfactant films than there was pertaining to the rheology of their 

associated bubbles. In the area of extensional flow, several researchers have examined the 

manner in which the viscoelastic properties of such solutions affect their extension and 

break-up properties. These works largely come to the consensus that polymeric additives 

entangle in the solution and enhance “necking”, or extension without rupture39-42. Thus, the 

extensional properties of the solutions in question for this study were investigated to 

determine the existence of any relationship between fluid extensional properties and bubble 

behavior.  

There also exists a fair amount of research literature on the subject of film rupture 

and lifetime, if not bubble behavior in particular. Works examining the relationship 

between viscoelastic characteristics of fluids and their bursting speeds indicate that certain 

types of surfactants, which form worm-like micelles, increase the rate of film rupture, as 

they make it so that surface tension is not the only contributing factor in the process due to 

increased viscoelasticity3. Additionally, several research groups have examined bubble 

lifetimes and the manner in which brittle films retract in the hopes of developing a 
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predictive model of film lifetimes, with the goal being to gain a better understanding of 

aerosol dispersion30, 43-46. Most of these predictions, however, are geared towards bubbles 

formed in liquid baths, rather than those floating in air or sitting on a solid substrate, due 

to increased ease of observation. These works agree in general that large bubbles have 

longer lifetimes than small bubbles30, 44 and that rupture characteristics are greatly 

influenced by gravitational and capillary related drainage3, 44-46. This agreement lent 

credibility to the idea that examining the bursting behavior, as well as the extensional 

properties, of each fluid may indicate some relation between the solutions’ viscoelastic 

properties and their ability to make larger, more stable films.   

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Extensional Flow 

In order to determine the extensional characteristics of each of the samples, each 

solution was placed in a 25mL glass pipet and the pipet was adjusted so that one drop fell 

from the pipet every 3-5 seconds. The drips were recorded in high definition (1280x800p) 

at 1000 frames per second with a Phantom high speed camera from Vision Research. The 

motion of each droplet was recorded from its formation until the droplet pinched off and 

disconnected from the fluid in the pipette, as shown below in Figure 3.1. In the event that 

the droplet did not pinch off before exiting the camera’s field of view, the length of the tail 

visible on camera was recorded instead.  
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Figure 3.1: Example photograph of a hanging droplet just prior to its tail pinching off.  

 

The length of the tail connecting each droplet to the pipet was measured one frame 

before the tail could be seen breaking using ImageJ image analysis software. In the event 

that the tail did not break before the droplet left the frame, the length of the tail that was 

visible on the screen was measured instead. Additionally, a high resolution photograph was 

taken of a hanging droplet of each sample. These photographs were used in a program 

created by Burton et al. which computes the surface tension of an axisymmetric hanging 

droplet47, and the surface tension values were recorded.  

3.2.2 Bursting Mechanics 

In order to observe the burst behavior of these bubbles, a setup similar to that found 

in reference 3 was used. The authors of that paper used a clear acrylic enclosure in order 

to measure the bursting velocity of bubbles made of a surfactant solution at its critical 

micellar concentration. For this experiment in particular, a clear acrylic cube with a side 

length of 15cm and a removable top, as shown in Figure 3.2 below, was made to hold the 

bubbles. A circular platform with a diameter of 10cm and a small hole in the center was 

glued into the bottom of the enclosure. This platform allowed water to be placed in the 
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bottom of the enclosure and air to be pumped into solutions placed over the small center 

hole. The water in the bottom made the enclosure a humid environment, an important factor 

for bubble stability. Additionally, two wires were soldered to metal contacts which were 

attached to the wall of the enclosure, allowing the wires to be connected to a power source.  

 
Figure 3.2: Diagram of the apparatus used in the film rupture experiments. The camera 

recorded footage from one side of the enclosure, and a high power light was placed on the 

other side of the enclosure behind a diffuser to facilitate better image contrast. 
 

In order to form and observe the bubbles, 500μL of each solution was placed over 

the small hole in the platform and 50mL of air was pumped into the solution through a hose 

attached to a syringe. Four bubbles were blown for each solution, and one each was allowed 

to sit stationary for 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minutes, and 10 minutes. At the appointed 

times, the bubbles were popped with a 10kV open air spark from the electrical wires 

mounted in the enclosure, which were attached to a high voltage DC power source. The 

bubble bursts were recorded with the Phantom high speed camera in high definition 

(1280x800p) at 7500 frames per second with an exposure time of 130μs, and the velocity 

of the expansion of the resulting hole was recorded using ImageJ image analysis software, 

as depicted below in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Sample screen shot of a frame in which the diameter of a hole in a ruptured 

bubble was measured. The diameter of the hole was measured every 3 frames for each 

bubble, for the first 60 frames.  
 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Extensional Flow Results 

The droplet pinch off experiments proved to be fruitful, as they shed light on the 

relationship between the solutions’ extensional properties and their effectiveness in 

generating more viable bubbles. Some solutions would only extend very slightly before 

pinch off, while others would seemingly extend indefinitely without pinching off. While 

the second case sounds like a desirable characteristic when attempting to make a large film 

or bubble, it can actually prove to be detrimental. It was noticed during the course of these 

experiments that when the solution didn’t pinch off quickly enough, the bubbles formed by 

that solution either were short lived or fell quickly to the ground and popped. Figure 3.4 
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below provides screen shots of several different solutions just prior to their pinch off 

moments.  

 

Figure 3.4: From left to right: Soap and water control, 0.3 g/L commercial PEO solution, 

2.4 g/L guar solution, 4.5 g/L guar solution, and 1.0g/L PEO solution. 

 

The results of the drop experiments show that even at low concentrations, 0.3 g/L 

for commercial PEO and 2.4 g/L for guar, the solutions were able to extend an entire order 

of magnitude further than the soap and water control before rupture, as shown in Table 3.1 

below. In fact, the two concentrations mentioned above were the concentrations of each 

polymer which seemed to most consistently produce the largest and most stable free 

floating films, thus leading them to be referred to as optimal concentrationsN4.  
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Table 3.1: List of the maximum length attained by droplets of each solution as well as the 

surface tension of each solution. Once the PEO samples achieve a certain concentration, 

there appears to be a discontinuity in the maximum length the tails can reach. 

 

 In the process of examining a wide range of concentrations of both polymer 

solutions, it was seen that solutions which extended further than the optimal solutions often 

formed less stable bubbles, or failed to reliably form them at all. The lower concentrations, 

on the other hand, formed smaller or less stable bubbles. This indicates that the films need 

to have some viscoelastic properties, but if the solutions are too viscous, they do not favor 

the formation of larger free floating films.  

3.3.2 Bursting Mechanics Results 

The final area examined in this experimental approach, the burst and aging 

mechanics of the bubbles themselves, provided additional interesting information. As 

shown below in Figure 3.5, while all of the films had approximately the same burst velocity 

at short times, after 10 minutes there were noticeable differences between films.  

Sample Rupture Length (mm) Surface Tension (mN/m)

Soap 1.5 35

85% Glycerol 74.2 (off screen) 31

1.5 g/L Guar 9.4 35

2.4 g/L Guar 22.5 35

3.0 g/L Guar 39.6 32

4.5 g/L Guar 63.7 31

6.0 g/L Guar 43.2 31

0.05 g/L PEO 3.8 30

0.1 g/L PEO 3.9 31

0.3 g/L PEO 22.9 28

0.5 g/L PEO 24.2 31

1.0 g/L PEO 82.5 (off screen) 32

5.0 g/L PEO 85.6 (off screen) 34

10.0 g/L PEO 73.2 (off screen) 30
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Figure 3.5: Graph depicting the average burst velocities of each sample. The black bars 

show the burst velocity for all solutions at 30 seconds, while the red bars show the burst 

velocities for all solutions at 10 minutes. PEO and soap solutions burst significantly faster 

than the more viscous guar and glycerol solutions. 
 

The more viscous solutions which contained guar and glycerol experienced 

relatively low burst velocities at the 10 minute time point, while the control and the PEO 

solutions burst much more quickly. Since the surface tensions and densities of all of the 

solutions were very similar, with the surface tensions ranging from 28mN/m to 35 mN/m 

and the densities ranging from 999kg/m3 to 1006 kg/m3 (with the exception of the glycerol 

solution, which had a density of 1218 kg/m3), it can be deduced from Eq. 1.1 that the more 

viscous (see Figure 2.2) films experienced a lesser degree of drainage, leading to higher 

stability. Also, since the PEO films had higher burst velocities than even the soap and water 

control, these films either experience a higher degree of drainage or have additional 
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viscoelastic forces at play, the latter of which may possibly contribute to the ability of these 

solutions to create massive free floating films17.  

One other interesting piece of evidence indicating the heightened stability to aging 

of these films lies in their aging properties in dry environments. In order to examine bubble 

lifetimes under less favorable conditions, bubbles made from the soap and water control, 

as well as 2 solutions in the optimal range for guar and commercial PEO each, were made 

to sit stationary in the acrylic enclosure until rupture occurred. The results for this exercise 

are shown below in Figure 3.6. All of the observed polymer solutions had longer average 

lifetimes than the soap and water control. What makes the results interesting is that the 

guar solutions, which are significantly more viscous than the commercial PEO solutions 

(nearly 2 orders of magnitude different for the optimal solutions observed), have a shorter 

average lifetime than the commercial PEO solutions. This supports the idea that there may 

be factors other than viscosity at play in the commercial PEO solutions which inhibit 

drainage and increase stability. Further examinations of the films’ drainage behavior were 

used to determine what the factor(s) may be by examining the drainage rate and thickness 

of the film over time.  
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Figure 3.6: Average stationary bubble lifetimes for the soap and water control and optimal 

guar and commercial PEO concentrations. The less viscous PEO solutions exhibit longer 

average lifetimes than the more viscous guar solutions. Error bars represent 95% 

confidence over 3 trials for each solution. 
 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

 A thorough examination of the extensional and bursting properties of the polymer-

surfactant solutions of interest confirmed the idea that the robustness of their associated 

films is not necessarily related to viscosity or shear thinning capabilities. Additionally, it 

provided inspiration for the next direction of research, the solutions’ drainage properties. 

This is due to the results of the bursting mechanics studies in particular, as they pointed 

towards interesting drainage behavior which was independent of the solutions’ viscosity. 
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These results made it apparent that a more in depth examination of the drainage profiles of 

polymer-surfactant solutions was called for, both with respect to the height along the 

profile of the films as well as time.  
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Chapter 4 

 Drainage Profiles of Vertical Polymer- 

 Surfactant Films 

4.1 Introduction 

Since films and foams provide a good model of two dimensional systems as well 

as their prevalence in industrial processes such as curtain coating, aerosol dispersion, and 

water treatment, there has been a great push over the last two decades to understand more 

about film behavior. In particular, many researchers examine the manner in which films 

and foams drain in the hopes that they may shed light on how to better manage these 

metastable systems5-26. Despite all of the interest in soap film drainage, there are currently 

no full experimental profiles of a film draining under gravity. Generally, researchers either 

perform a numerical analysis in order to see if the theory matches with visual observations 

of film drainage profiles6, 8, 9, or experimentally examine the drainage rate at a single point 

on a small (typically 1mm to 1cm) scale film using interferometry techniques10, 12, 17, 19, 20.  

One other area commonly examined by researchers is entrainment of soap films. In 

other words, they examine the thinning properties of films as they are being drawn upwards 

at some velocity Q5, 14-16, 22-26. This does not offer a full profile of the thickness of the film, 

but rather a measurement of the thickness at a single height as a function of time for the 

moving film. A full profile of these films draining under gravity is absent from the literature 

for both surfactant films and polymer-surfactant films. 
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Due to this lack of a full drainage profile and to the interesting drainage 

characteristics previously observed in these films, an experiment was designed which 

would allow for a full experimental profile of vertical film drainage with respect to both 

height and time. In the spirit of prior experiments in this thesis, it was decided that the 

profiles examined would be much larger in size than those found in the literature, 

approximately 15 cm by 15 cm. This size range was decided upon as it would be more 

likely to elucidate the drainage and thickness properties of the larger free floating films 

which inspired this line of research, while still being easily constructed in a lab setting. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Sample Preparation 

 Samples prepared for these experiments were prepared in much the same manner 

as those in earlier sections, only with fewer solutions. The exact same control, 2.4 g/L guar, 

and 0.5 g/L commercial PEO solutions as in Chapters 2 and 3 were used here, along with 

solutions consisting of differing concentrations of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 98% 

pure 2,000,000 g/mol PEO. Specifically, the combinations used were a solution of water 

and 2% by weight SDS, water with 2% by weight SDS with 0.5g/L PEO, water with 4% 

by weight SDS and 0.5g/L PEO, and water with 0.5g/L PEO and 4% by weight Dawn Pro 

dish soap. The solutions consisting of 2% by weight SDS were chosen in order to match 

with solutions used by experimentalists in the literature, while the solution with 4% SDS 

was used to imitate the concentration of dawn dish soap in the other solutions examined 

during the course of this thesis.  
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4.2.2 Thickness Measurement Methods 

In order to properly measure the drainage profiles of these soap films, it was 

necessary to construct a spectrometer which operated with a long wavelength of light. 

Much of the inspiration for the design of this apparatus was taken from a paper by Wu et 

al.7. The device was constructed using an infrared 3μm wavelength LED, a photodiode 

resistor designed to pick up infrared light, and an optical chopper. The wavelength of the 

light was chosen to allow for the measurement of thicker films while minimizing error, as 

water has a large absorbance peak at 3μm, while the photodiode resistor was used since its 

resistance would change with the amount of infrared light incident upon it. The optical 

chopper was used in conjunction with a lock-in amplifier in order to reduce noise and focus 

on a signal recorded at a certain frequency, in this case 600Hz. All of these devices were 

affixed to an aluminum plate with a hole measuring approximately 27cm by 8cm in it and 

adjustable posts which allowed the height of the platform to be changed without 

disassembling the apparatus while measuring film thicknesses. The last component of the 

spectrometer was a polished aluminum sheet, with a hole for the LED to shine through, 

placed between the optical chopper and the soap films. This sheet allowed for a strong 

reduction in reflected and scattered IR light read by the photodiode, as aluminum is a black 

material in the IR spectrum. The entire apparatus was placed inside a clear acrylic box to 

block external air currents and allow for humidity control. A picture of the completed 

device is shown below in Figure 4.1.  
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Figure 4.1: (Left) Image of the custom made spectrometer without the aluminum reflective 

plate in place. The screw post in the image was used to easily adjust the height of the 

platform, the black fan is the optical chopper, and the metal cubes next to the screw post 

and behind the chopper are the photodiode resistor and IR LED, respectively. (Right) The 

same device, with the aluminum reflective plate in place.  

 

Creating the films themselves involved a less complicated setup. A small tub was 

made out of acrylic and placed between two beams. The beams supported an acrylic bar 

with two holes in it at a height of 15cm above the top edge of the tub. Cotton strings with 

thicknesses of approximately 3mm were tied to two loops in the base of the tub so that they 

would pass vertically upward and through the holes in the acrylic bar, and a final string 

was tied horizontally from one of the vertical strings to the other, so that it sat just below 

the horizontal bar. With the strings arranged in this way, a 15cm square film could be 

created by submerging the strings in the tub when it was filled with solution and pulling 

them upwards.  

Actually recording data required the use of some electronics principles. Using the 

fact that the photodiode had a built in resistance which changed depending on the amount 

of infrared light it received, it was fairly straightforward to build a voltage divider in order 

to measure the output voltage across the circuit, and from that the intensity of the light 
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received by the diode. A blocking capacitor, as shown below in Figure 4.2, was added to 

the circuit to make it so that the voltage read by the lock-in amplifier was AC voltage, as 

the capacitor would “block” any DC readings, thus allowing the amplifier to easily read 

small fluctuations in the output voltage. The voltage divider circuit lowered the voltage 

across the photoresistor and allowed for measuring small fluctuations in the output voltage, 

Vout. It was not possible to estimate Vout given the current setup; it could only be directly 

measured. This is because estimation would require knowing the incoming intensity of the 

light and the exact baseline resistance of the photoresistor, the former of which was not 

measurable with the means available. The lock-in amplifier read the output voltage, Vout, 

at a rate of 600Hz, the same rate at which the optical chopper blocked the light source. This 

allowed for significant reduction in signal noise, as the amplifier would not read any signal 

received by the diode at any different frequency. Figure 4.2 below provides a circuit 

diagram of the voltage divider.  

 
Figure 4.2: A circuit diagram of a voltage divider with a blocking capacitor. In this case, 

Vin is 18.0 V, R1 is 1 MΩ, R2 is the voltage of the photodiode resistor (1 MΩ ± variations), 

RL is the resistance of the lock-in amplifier (10 MΩ), C is 20 μF, and Vout is measured by 

the lock-in amplifier.  
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 When taking measurements of the film thicknesses, the acrylic tub was filled to the 

top with the desired solution, and the string was submerged in the bath. Then, with the 

spectrometer running and feeding measurements into the lock-in amplifier, the string 

square was pulled steadily upwards over a period of approximately one second and affixed 

to the support beams so that the film could steadily drain without being disturbed and the 

top could be placed on the acrylic container around the spectrometer. This process was 

carried out 5 times at each desired height of the film. The heights ranged from 12.7mm to 

139.7mm in 12.7mm increments (0.5 inches to 5.5inches in half-inch increments), for a 

total of eleven observed heights and 55 total trials for each type of solution.   

The signal read by the lock-in amplifier was averaged every 300ms and fed into 

LabVIEW, a commercially used laboratory measurement software. LabVIEW then 

generated a plot of voltage with respect to time, in which the output voltage was measured 

once every second or once every 500ms, depending on the typical lifetime of the films 

being observed. A future goal of these experiments will be to find reliable methods of 

shortening the signal averaging times without a significant increase in noise. 

For every solution type, the raw data read from the spectrometer was a graph of 

voltage vs. time. The voltage readings were converted into thickness measurements using 

the fact that the voltage read across the photodiode is directly proportional to the intensity 

of the light incident to it. Thus, the equation  

𝐼𝑇

𝐼0
=

(1−𝑅)2𝑒
−ℎ
𝑧0

1−𝑅2𝑒
−2ℎ
𝑧0

,                  (Eq. 4.1) 
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in which IT is the transmitted light intensity, I0 is the incident light intensity, z0 is the 

extinction length of 3μm light in water, h is the thickness, and 𝑅 =  
(𝑛−1)2

(𝑛+1)2 is the 

reflectance7, can be altered into  

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑉𝑖
=

(1−𝑅)2𝑒
−ℎ
𝑧0

1−𝑅2𝑒
−2ℎ
𝑧0

.                 (Eq. 4.2) 

Using the further approximations that z0 = 0.9μm and that n = 1.17 implies that R = 0.61% 

for these solutions as done by Wu et al.7, this equation can be reduced to  

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  𝑉𝑖𝑒
−ℎ

𝑧0  .                 (Eq. 4.3) 

In this case, Vi is the initial baseline voltage read across the photodiode prior to blocking 

the beam with the film and Vout is the voltage read across the photodiode while a film was 

blocked. These approximations proved to be very useful in determining the thickness of 

the films, as it reduced the problem to solving Eq. 4.3 for h and plugging in the measured 

values of Vi and Vout.  

4.3 Results and Discussion 

 The measurements of the films’ thicknesses provided by the spectrometer contained 

a wealth of information. The initial raw data, as depicted below in Figure 4.3, indicated a 

high degree of repeatability for the drainage rates of several of the polymer surfactant 

solutions, and even for the soap and water control.  
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Figure 4.3: Set of graphs depicting the change in voltage with respect to time for all heights 

and trials using the 0.5 g/L PEO and 4% by weight soap solution. As can be seen 

qualitatively from the pictures, the drainage rate gradually increased with height. The initial 

and final voltage jumps correspond with the times at which the films first blocked the IR 

beam and when they popped, respectively.  

 

 As can also be seen in Figure 4.3, not all films ruptured at the same time. Due to 

this unavoidable circumstance, for each trial height, the data depicting the voltage change 

was kept and averaged with the other data at each corresponding time point over the 

shortest film lifetime at the given height. For example, if the five trials run at the half inch 

height for this PEO and soap solution lasted 25, 37, 30, 32, and 36 seconds each, then the 

data from each trial running up to 25 seconds were kept and averaged together at each time 
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point. Figure 4.4 depicts the data after being normalized to have every trial run the same 

amount of time. 

 

Figure 4.4: Set of figures showing the normalized thickness vs. time data from Figure 4.3 

after Eq. 4.3 was applied to it. For each of the 11 heights, the average thickness values were 

calculated at each time, and a linear fit was applied to the resulting set of points.  

 

 Fitting a least-squares line through the averaged data points which resulted from 

the data as exhibited in Figure 4.4 provided the average drainage rate for each solution at 

each height. Future experiments with these films will seek to examine whether these films 

do in fact drain at a linear rate, or whether there is a different type of time dependence 

exhibited in their drainage with respect to time.  

 Additional calculations carried out on these data provided measurements of average 

film lifetime as well as average initial film thickness. The average film lifetime, as depicted 
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below in Figure 4.5, is greatly altered depending on the combination of polymer and 

surfactant in the given solution. Interestingly, the combination of 4% by weight SDS and 

0.5 g/L of pure PEO had the shortest average lifetime of 1.80±0.28 seconds (95% 

confidence), while the 4% by weight soap with 0.5 g/L pure PEO solution had the longest 

average lifetime at 37.44±0.10 seconds (95% confidence). For all solutions in which SDS 

was the active surfactant, the average lifetimes were markedly short and the addition of a 

polymer had little to no effect. In every case where polymeric additives were put into a 

solution with soap and water however, the average bubble lifetime was demonstrably long, 

often two to three times as long as for SDS solutions. This lends credence to the idea that 

while SDS may be a common and well researched surfactant, it is not as effective as typical 

soap in the formation of large films.  

 
Figure 4.5: Chart depicting the average lifetime for films made by each solution. The four 

longest lived solutions all have dish soap as their active surfactant, while the shortest lived 

solutions contain varying amounts of SDS. Average lifetimes were calculated over all 55 

trials for each solution, and error bars represent 95% confidence. 
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 While it was hoped that a significant difference would also be seen between the 

thicknesses of polymer surfactant films and surfactant only solutions, this proved to not be 

the case. Figure 4.6 below shows the average starting initial thickness profiles for each film 

type, with error bars to 95% confidence.  

 

Figure 4.6: Separate initial thickness profiles for each type of solution, with error bars 

denoting 95% confidence. As the graphs show, there is no significant difference between 

initial thicknesses when polymers are added to the solutions, either for soap solutions of 

SDS solutions. Vertical height was plotted on the x axis for ease of viewing. 
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 This lack of significant difference becomes more apparent when the solutions 

consisting of the same surfactant but different polymer concentrations are all placed on the 

same graph, as shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 below.    

 

Figure 4.7: Graph depicting the thickness as a function of height for all solutions with soap 

as the active surfactant. While the solutions containing polymers may be slightly thicker, 

the difference is not significant compared to the error from the instrument.  
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Figure 4.8: Graph depicting the thickness as a function of height for all solutions with SDS 

as the active surfactant. As above, the solutions containing polymers may be slightly 

thicker, but the difference is not significant compared to the error from the instrument.  

 

 As the two graphs above show, there is nothing to indicate that polymeric additives 

make a solution thicker initially. That is not to say, however, that they do not affect the 

thickness over time; in fact, that is what makes these solutions so unique. Figure 4.9 below 

helps to illustrate this point. When the thickness with respect to time of each polymer-soap 

solution at the highest measured point (139.7mm or 5.5 inches) is plotted on the same 

graph, it becomes apparent that these solutions do in fact drain more slowly on average 

than the soap and water control. This is extremely important for the formation of large 

bubbles, as the more slowly a bubble drains, the longer it lives in general.  
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Figure 4.9: Graph of thickness vs. time for each polymer-soap solution at the maximum 

measured height. The soap and water solution (red) clearly drains much more quickly than 

the solutions containing soap and polymers. Error bars represent 95% confidence, and are 

obtained from the average of 5 measurements at each time point.  

 

 It can also be shown that the longer average film lifetimes correspond to 

longer average bubble lifetimes. As can be seen below in Figure 4.10, there seems to be a 

good correlation between the average lifetime of bubbles and films made from the same 

solution. Thus, if a vertical film made from a solution is short lived, then a bubble made 

from the same solution will be short lived. Likewise, if a film has a long lifetime, then a 

bubble from the associated solution will as well. More steps need to be taken to better 

quantify the relationship between bubble and film lifetimes, but these initial results show 

that film behavior can be a suitable proxy for predicting the lifetime and robustness of 

bubbles.  
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Figure 4.10: Graph depicting the average bubble lifetime vs. average film lifetime for each 

solution. There is a good correlation between film lifetime and bubble lifetime, so the more 

robust a film of one solution is, the more robust its bubbles will be. The horizontal error 

bars represent 95% confidence over 55 trials, the vertical error bars represent 95% 

confidence over 5 trials.  

 

4.4 Conclusion 

The results of this line of research provided clear evidence as to how these solutions 

are able to create giant bubbles. It is easy to see from these data that polymeric additives 

in conjunction with certain types of surfactants do in fact have a pronounced effect on the 

drainage behavior of thin films. This is in strong agreement with the results seen when 

examining the extensional and bursting characteristics of the solutions, as well as assertions 

made by authors in the literature22. In short, these data show that film lifetime is greatly 
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increased and drainage is greatly reduced by the addition of polymers to soap solutions. 

These results also show that the longer lifetimes observed for vertical films do, in fact, 

translate over to spherical films. These traits, along with favorable surfactants and the 

enhanced necking abilities given to the solutions by the addition of polymers39-42, allow for 

the formation of truly massive bubbles.  
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Chapter 5 

 Summary 

5.1    Effects of polymeric additives on the drainage behaviors of 

 soap films 

 During the course of this thesis research, attempts to answer single questions have 

often led to many more questions arising. The task of answering these questions has proven 

to be challenging yet rewarding. Each new question which has been raised has led to further 

enlightenment as to the behavior of these films which can create uniquely beautiful, 

massive bubbles. 

 While investigating the rheology of polymer surfactant solutions, it was discovered 

that solutions with wildly different viscosities and shear behaviors could produce similarly 

impressive free floating films. This was contrary to initial expectations, as it was predicted 

that there would be a strong relation between the shear behavior of the solutions and their 

ability to create films. This did, however, open up a new line of inquiry, namely an 

investigation into the behavior of these films when subjected to extensional flow as well 

as an examination of the mechanics of these bubbles when bursting.  

 The results of the extensional and bursting experiments were very useful, as they 

indicated a strong relationship between the drainage properties of these films and their 

overall robustness. It was shown that the concentration of polymers had a profound effect 

on both droplet pinch off length and bubble rupture velocity. At concentrations found to be 

optimal both from direct observation and assent of the online communityN4, solutions were 
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found to have similar extensional characteristics, yet strikingly different burst velocities. 

This indicated the importance of drainage when considering the robustness of films and 

bubbles made from these solutions. This observation was corroborated by the results 

showing longer lifetimes for stationary polymeric spherical bubbles as compared to 

surfactant-only bubbles. With this evidence in mind, the investigation moved towards the 

drainage and thickness of the films in question. 

 The experiments measuring the drainage of vertical soap films proved to be the 

most significant, as they confirmed the idea that polymeric additives create longer lived, 

more robust bubbles and films, especially at larger sizes. It was seen that on average, soap 

films mixed with polymers such as guar and PEO experience average lifetimes which are 

2-3 times longer than those of simple soap and water solutions, a result which carries over 

to spherical bubbles as well. More importantly, it was shown that these solutions also drain 

at a slower rate. These factors, coupled with the enhanced extensional abilities imparted to 

solutions by the addition of polymers, provide the necessary recipe for truly impressive 

bubbles.  

These experiments also leave room for further investigations into the drainage 

behavior of these films, as continued refinement of the experimental methods may lead to 

a full film profile with respect to time as well as height, something that is currently unseen 

in the literature. The data from these measurements have shown that certain types of 

polymer surfactant combinations have higher initial thicknesses. This invites further 

research, as determining the types of combinations which are most effective at forming 

thick, robust films is useful not only from the standpoint of a bubble enthusiast, but also to 

those who may wish to improve or refine industrial processes which depend upon these 
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polymer-surfactant films. In this same line of reasoning, it has been observed that the 98% 

pure, 2 million molecular weight PEO from Aldrich provides much longer lived and more 

stable films than the commercially used PEO of uncertain polydispersity and molecular 

weight. Thus, it would be useful in future research to determine if there is any relationship 

between the molecular weight or purity of polymer additives and the resulting robustness 

of their associated films.  

 Ultimately, this thesis research has shown that polymer additives in surfactant 

solutions greatly increase the lifetime and decrease the rate of drainage of both vertically 

fixed and free floating films. Additionally, it has shown that different types of polymers 

may have wildly different bulk effects yet solutions of each polymer may have similar 

behavior when stretched into thin films and bubbles. This work has also opened the door 

for further research in this lab into the effects of polymer additives on the thickness of free 

standing films over time, as the current experimental setup provides a means of 

investigating exactly that characteristic. With good fortune and thorough investigation, this 

work could lead to a full experimental profile of the drainage of these films as a function 

of both time and height, something yet to be seen in research. 
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